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Photo: Pexels There are exactly two things I order from a McDonald's menu: fries and ice cream. For a while, McDonald's was my closest option to get an emergency shake (yes, sometimes there are milkshake emergency situations). It was all fine and good until sometimes my late evening
or midday run ended with the observation that the ice cream maker was down... Again. Now there's an app for it. Called Ice Check at the moment, only the iOS app will direct you to the nearest working McFlurry machine near you. Photo: Ice CheckThe Verge reports that the app works with
gps data from the phone and a crowdsourized report from other McFlurry enthusiasts. So you trust other customers to know that the machine is not working, which depending on how close you live to other like-minded souls might be very reliable or will never be updated. McDonald's
employees can also enter data into the app, but I think we all know how often it's likely to happen. G/O Media can get commission68% off 2 Years + 3 Months FreeSen you find a working McFlurry outpost, you can use the app to get translation instructions on the location, share your
destination with friends to meet the milkshade and open promotions from a few specific places. Concerns about air pollution have prompted city officials to overturn these controversial vehicles. The City of London is pouring ice cream trucks. Starting this year, frozen sweet treats will be
banned from different neighborhoods due to concerns about air pollution. Lorries run on diesel fuel, which releases harmful black carbon linked to respiratory diseases and nitrogen dioxide. When parked, they continue unused so they can use freezers that keep ice cream cold and use soft
serving machines. Under London law, they are supposed to change places every 15 minutes and not return to the same place on the same trading day, but this rule is not always enforced. An additional concern is that ice cream trucks will seek out schools, playgrounds and parks, for
example, and it is there that city officials are working to reduce traffic congestion and pollution as quickly as possible. City regulations have evolved in recent years to address air quality concerns. The implementation of the low emission zone meant that many drivers had to invest in new and
cleaner vehicles. And now, on The 8th. The ultra-low emission zone, the ULEZ, which entered into force on 1 April, means that lorries operating in central London will have to pay a daily fee. Camden has already banned them on 40 streets, and the Guardian reports that it will go further this
year: it will put up no-ice cream shop signs and more law enforcement patrols in these areas, and fines for drivers caught selling ice cream there. Green Party MP Caroline Russell acknowledges the disappointment children that truck owners experience. He said to the standard: Wants to be
a funny cop or see people lose their businesses. But people don't want a side order of asthma with their ice cream. This is a serious health problem. The ULEZ fee has helped, but we can't be in a situation where you can pay for pollution. Some areas, such as Richmond and Tower
Hamlets, are looking to install power points where ice cream trucks could plug in a power source instead of keeping their engines running. This seems to be a decent solution to the problem, although it is still a question of swearing, which apparently drive many city dwellers crazy. Perhaps
city officials should take a lesson from Brazil, where ice cream vendors hawk their bucks from the powerless freezer boxes on wheels, which they either push like wheelbarrows or attach to a bicycle, always with a parasol above. There is also a lovely Wheely café that operates from coffee
areas recycled with sun, wind and biogas. Both are proof that getting an ice cream fix doesn't have to be complicated. TripAdvisor put through its annual list of America's favorite ice cream eyes based on reviews from its readers. Lovers of this creamy treat should note that nine of the top 10
picks are on the East Coast. Looking for a sweet way to party? Treat children with a bucket or cone if you find yourself in one of these sites. 01/10 Harborwalk Scoops &amp; Bites address 150 Laishley Ct Unit 1111, Punta Gorda, FL 33950, USA Phone +1 941-505-8880 Punta Gorda,
Florida Delicious delicacies and star location on the pier are on order at HarborWalk Scoops &amp; Bites, which serves ice cream cones and cups, milkshakes, ice cream, floats, banana splits, snacks, Brazilian coffee and cold drinks. 02/10 Courtesy Bellevale Farms Creamery Warwick,
New YorkSince 1819, this dairy farm and whipped cream New York bucolic Warwick Valley has churned out delicious ice cream with 50 flavors of basic vanilla and chocolate for creative combos such as Into the Stix, a French vanilla ice cream with pieces of Twix candy bar. 03/10 Dietsch
Brothers Findlay, OhioIf you should find yourself in Findlay, 76 miles south of Toledo and 102 miles southwest of Sandusky, this old-fashioned salon has attracted crowds for generations. 04/10 McConnell's fancy ice creams Santa Barbara, Calliforn Are you an ice cream connoisser?
Founded in 1949, McConnell's is known for its preservative-free artisanal tastes, such as Sea Salt Cream and Cookies and Toasted Coconut Manmond Chip. 10 fun things to do in Santa Barbara with the kids Continue to 5 of the 10 below. 05/10 Courtesy Scottish Highland Creamery in
Oxford, Maryland Located on Maryland's East Bank, this local favourite is owned by a Scottish expat offering 600 flavours, including double Belgian chocolate, dulce de leche and tiramisu. Guide to Maryland East Coast 06/10 Courtesy Island Creamery Island, VirginiaThis Chesapeake
sweet spot is delicious hams good in their homemade waffle cones since 1975. Delicious ice cream is made on site in small batches, and more than 30 flavors are available on a typical day. With 10 fun things to do on Chincoteague Island with kids at 07/10 Martha's Dandee Creme
queensbury courtesy, New York City in the George area of Lake Adirondacks, a stone's throw from Six Flags Great Escape theme park, this roadside favourite offers a soft serve with flavors like Banana Chocolate Twist, Pistachio and Black Raspberry. 08/10 Courtesy Brickley's Ice Cream
Narragansett, Rhode Island Lovely seaside resort narragansett, Brickley's serves over 45 delicious flavours including a ball of Mallas milk, Chocolate Brownie, and classics such as sweet cream, strawberry and chocolate. Narragansett: The 10 most popular places to see and use the top in
Narragansett continue to 9 of the 10 below. 09/10 Courtesy Woodside Farm Creamery Hockessin, Delaware Just 10 miles northwest of Wilmington, this ice cream shop delights children with flavors like Dirt, which includes crushed chocolate biscuits and candy worms, and Motor Oil, which is
a green-colored caramel and toffee vortex mixed with coffee ice cream. 10/10 Courtesy Brown Dog Ice Cream Cape Charles, Virginia You'll find this Chesapeake Bay favorite on Virginia's East Bank. The list of delicious flavours includes BlueberryVender, Mocha Scotch Chip and Poncho
Verde. Guide to a screenshot of Virginia's East Coast: David Murphy One of life's atrocities is not ordering ice cream when you want ice cream. And that's especially true if a local McDonald's soft-serve machine always seems to pasteurize itself just when you want - or maybe even an ice
cream sandwich. Software engineers to the rescue. Rashiq Zahid today debuted an online app that uses a McDonald's subscription API – inversely designed, of course – to ask every single McDonald's in the U.S. Charging that the store has correctly stated that ice cream is not available
and that its ice cream maker is not working, it appears as a small red comma on mcbroken's map:Screenshot: David MurphyHell, Zahid even built into a statistical box at McBroken so you can see how different cities compare to ice cream uptime. Sorry, San Francisco.) Screenshot: David
MurphyG/O Media can get commission68% off 2 Years + 3 Months FreeIn 1990, two notable things happened: I had a dinosaur-themed birthday party and McDonald's... Read more According to Zahid, his system works by queuing for nearly $20,000 worth of orders every minute. Don't
worry, I'll take care of it. A McDonald's employee has yet to sink his head into a fryer because of Zahid's antics. Several different users on Twitter and Product Hunt have tested Zahid's app by heading to their local McDonald's restaurants and seeing what they can order. For the most part,
the app checks. Of course, it still is. cases where: The ice cream maker isn't. Or, if you're lucky, you might find that the offline ice cream maker has since been reborn and that McDonald's simply forgot to notice the change in their heads. As for how long this little tool will exist before
McDonald's gets wind of it and breaks its functionality, well, I'd do my ice cream order sooner rather than later. McDonald's should implement such a feature nationwide. Considering how many mcdonald's restaurants are in any area, wouldn't it be great to know that you can get exactly what
you want to order before you get there - assume you won't place a mobile subscription in advance. This affects the brainless addition to a McDonald's app or website. And if DGAF mcdonald's or ice cream, Zahid's mashup can even be made into an interesting sociological comment:
mashup:
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